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U.S. WARNS OF MOSCOW’S ‘FALSE FLAG’ UKRAINIAN
ATTACK
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The Pentagon said on Thursday it had evidence of a plan by Moscow to film a fake Ukrainian
attack on Russians to justify a real assault on its pro-West neighbour.

“We do have information that the Russians are likely to want to fabricate a pretext for an
invasion,” said Pentagon spokesperson John Kirby.

He told reporters that Washington believed the Russian government plans to stage an attack by
the Ukraine military or intelligence forces “against Russian sovereign territory, or against
Russian speaking people.”

The latter could refer to the sizeable Russian-speaking population inside Ukraine.

“As part of this fake attack, we believe that Russia would produce a very graphic propaganda
video, which would include corpses and actors that would be depicting mourners and images of
destroyed locations,” Mr. Kirby said.

That could allow Moscow, which has amassed more than 1,00,000 troops and heavy offensive
arms on Ukraine’s border, with an excuse for invading.

Question of evidence

Neither Mr. Kirby nor State Department Spokesperson Ned Price, who also commented on the
alleged plan, offered evidence to back the claim.

Mr. Kirby said part of the plan would be to make the Ukrainian military equipment used in it
appear to be supplied by the West, he said, further justifying Russian reprisals against Ukraine.

“We’ve seen these kinds of activity by the Russians in the past and we believe it’s important
when we see it like this that we can call it out,” Mr. Kirby said.

“I would just say that our experience is that very little of this nature is not approved at the highest
levels of the Russian government,” Mr. Kirby said about the purported plan.

Mr. Price said the alleged plan is “one of a number of options that the Russian government is
developing as a fake pretext to initiate and potentially justify military aggression against
Ukraine.”

He said the United States did not know if Moscow has decided to go through with the plan.

“Russia has signaled it’s willing to continue diplomatic talks as a means to de-escalate, but
actions such as these suggests otherwise,” Mr. Price said.
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